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Mission
Parry St. Amand is an ambitious medical
professional who thrives on challenge,
barely tolerates life in Washington, D.C.,
and ignores the occasional taunt of family
concerned by her intractable single status.
Fulfilled in most ways by the trappings of a
successful life, Parry is dogged, in quite
moments, by a question whispered from
deep within, a voice demanding to know, Is
this all there is? On a late October
workday, orthopedist Rand Szabo, the
brightest star in the firmament of
University Medical Centers stellar surgical
staff, interrupts Parrys lunch-and her
life-urging her to join him on a medical
mission team due to leave shortly for
impoverished Central Europe. Without her
to replace a second surgeon, whos dropped
out, the trip will be cancelled. If she signs
on, the recovery of patients abroad is all
but assured. Given only hours to decide,
Parry follows the dictates of her
conscience, and life as she knows it
changes forever. Days later, exhausted
after a series of surgical marathons, the
team is roused from sleep to learn that
there has been a military coup de?tat. New
leaders have announced a radical policy
shift, no longer allying themselves with the
United States, but offering instead
generous bounties for any American found
in country-living or dead. Plans rapidly
evolve to spirit six team members to safety
using local vehicles and drivers. Parry,
Rand, and former Army Ranger, Jake
Spangler volunteer, of necessity, for the
arduous task of hiking out. Through
snowstorms, frigid nights, and a vast rural
landscape fraught with danger, the three
struggle to survive medical crises, military
intrigue, and a final, run-for-your life race
to freedom! MISSION is an adventure,
beginning to end.
A.M. Cormier, a
freelance writer/editor and former medical
radiographer, lives and works in a suburb
of Washington, D.C.
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50 Example Mission Statements - Top Nonprofits Based in Asheville, Mission Health is a not-for-profit, independent
community hospital system governed and managed exclusively in western North Carolina. Mission Newport, Rhode
Island Barbeque, ribs, sandwiches and all American food plus takeout in Glen Burnie, MD - Call 410-773-9888.
Mission Mission may refer to: Contents. [hide]. 1 Agriculture 2 Government and military 3 Media 4 Places 5 Religion 6
Other uses 7 See also. Agriculture[edit]. Mission Mission statement - Wikipedia An organizations mission statement
should clearly communicate what it is that they do. Many mission statements succumb to an over use of words in
general, MISSION Part of the IAG Group Ltd. Mission Estate Winery :: New Zealand Winery, Hawkes Bay
Wineries We are a nonprofit organization on a mission to create a fair financial marketplace for hardworking families.
Home The Shadows Our Solution Lending Mission Innovation Accelerating the Clean Energy Revolution Mission
puts brands in culture with the right ideas perfectly executed, from our offices in London, New York and San Francisco.
Mission Dupont: Mexican Restaurants DC, Outdoor Dining, Private The official website of the District of Mission
- located on the North Shore of the Fraser River in British Columbia. The Mission Through Mission Innovation, 22
countries and the European Union are taking action to double their public clean energy R&D investment over five years.
Mission College, Santa Clara, California The food at Mission is based on well-sourced ingredients prepared with
impeccable technique. We combine the best of the native land with the traditions and Welcome to Mission Health
Asheville North Carolina Define mission: a task or job that someone is given to do mission in a sentence. Mission /
Ford Foundation Synonyms for mission at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word
of the Day. San Diego Loans, Auto Loans and More with Mission Federal Credit Control temperature. Unlock
performance. Mission athlete engineered thermoregulation technology keeps you stronger, longer. Gear up and go
farther. none Official site for The Mission UK, featuring news, gigs, and pictures. Mission Synonyms, Mission
Antonyms Mission in Newport, Rhode Island serves fresh burgers and hot dogs that are ground in-house and also
features craft beers. Images for Mission Mission Define Mission at A mission statement is a short statement of an
organizations purpose, identifying the scope of its operations: what kind of product or service it provides, its Mission
Media The City of Mission is a great place to live and do business! Located along the U.S./Mexico border, Mission is
part of one of the fastest growing MSAs in the City of Mission The Place To Be Across eight decades, our mission has
been to reduce poverty and injustice, strengthen democratic values, promote international cooperation, and advance
Mission Asset Fund Across eight decades, our mission has been to reduce poverty and injustice, strengthen democratic
values, promote international cooperation, and advance Mission Kitsilano The Mission Restaurant, with three San
Diego locations, is one of the top 25 best breakfast spots in the country. Home - District of Mission, BC Mission
College, a community college, is located in Santa Clara, CA in the heart of Silicon Valley. Mission Foods Consumer
site includes recipes using tortillas, wraps, chips and other Mexican products. Mission - Wikipedia Adventure 18th
century Spanish Jesuits try to protect a remote South American Indian tribe in danger of falling under the rule of
pro-slavery Portugal. Mission / Ford Foundation Mission definition, a group or committee of persons sent to a foreign
country to conduct negotiations, establish relations, provide scientific and technical The Mission Restaurant Mission
Estate Hawkes Bay is one of New Zealands largest and oldest established wineries. Our winery offers online and cellar
door wine sales, historical tours
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